
MANCHESTER: Marouane Fellaini scored twice
as Manchester United maintained their blistering
start to the season with a 4-0 thrashing of lowly
Crystal Palace yesterday. Juan Mata, making his
200th Premier League appearance, gave United
the lead after just three minutes, with Fellaini’s
goals followed by a late tap in for Romelu Lukaku,
who scored for the 11th time in 10 games.
Watched from the stand by their former midfield-
er David Beckham, Jose Mourinho’s side kept the
pressure on title rivals Manchester City, who were
due to play at Chelsea in Saturday’s late game.

Palace, meanwhile, remain without a point or a
goal in the league this season, and rarely looked
like ending either sequence against opponents
who have now scored 31 times in a 10-match
unbeaten run in all competitions.  Mourinho made
five changes to a team that had only arrived home
from Russia in the early hours of Thursday morn-
ing following their midweek Champions League
victory over CSKA Moscow.

There was little sign of early sluggishness,
though, as they scored in the third minute from
their first attack thanks to two players left out of
the starting line-up on Wednesday.

Marcus Rashford showed clever footwork to
deceive Palace full-back Joel Ward down the left,
then pulled the ball back for the unmarked Mata
to sweep in from 12 yards.

That was a huge setback for a Palace team
who had been beaten on each of their previous 10
league visits to Old Trafford, since a 2-1 victory in
December 1989.

They had lost striker Christian Benteke before
the game with a knee injury that is expected to
keep him out for six weeks, but despite going
behind so early, they started to cause more of a
threat. Centre-back Mamadou Sakho headed over
from a free-kick played in from the right by Yohan
Cabaye after Ashley Young had brought down
Ward near the corner flag, and United had to
defend a series of corners after that.

PRESSURE 
Bakary Sako, the winger pushed into service

as a striker to replace Benteke, almost equalised
as he ran in from the left on to Andros
Townsend’s diagonal through ball, but goal-
keeper David De Gea beat away the drive at his
near post.

United, though, rode out the pressure and
added a second goal 10 minutes before half-time,
with Young crossing from the left for Fellaini to
volley in from close range at the far post.

Chris Smalling almost added a third, heading
just wide from Henrikh Mkhitaryan’s corner,
before Rashford’s shot was blocked at the near
post by goalkeeper Wayne Hennessey. — AFP
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LONDON: Chelsea’s English defender Gary Cahill wins a header from Manchester City’s Portuguese midfielder Bernardo Silva during the English Premier League football match
between Chelsea and Manchester City at Stamford Bridge in London yesterday. — AFP
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CHELSEA: Manchester City regained top spot in the
Premier League with a deserved 1-0 victory over an
out-of-sorts Chelsea at Stamford Bridge yesterday.

Having been knocked down into second place by
Manchester United’s win over Crystal Palace earlier in
the day, Pep Guardiola’s side jumped back ahead of
their city rivals on goal difference thanks to Kevin De
Bruyne’s superb second-half strike.

City are now unbeaten in 15 league games and have
dropped only two points this season. Chelsea sustained
their second defeat of the campaign at Stamford Bridge
and fall to fourth, six points adrift of the two Manchester
clubs and one behind Tottenham Hotspur, who are third.

Their poor performance and result were com-
pounded by losing top scorer Alvaro Morata to injury
in the first half when he limped off, holding his ham-
string. Chelsea started quickly and had an excellent
opportunity to take the lead inside three minutes when
N’Golo Kante crossed from the right for Morata but
the Spaniard’s recent lethal form in front of goal
deserted him and he could only loop his header from
six metres over.

The hosts then almost gifted City a goal when
Thibaut Courtois dithered over a clearance and saw his
kick ricochet off the charging Gabriel Jesus and
bounce just wide. Cesar Azpilicueta had a left-foot

shot turned around the post by Ederson and David
Silva had a strike palmed clear by Courtois as the two
sides fought out an evenly matched contest.

City, though, began to take control of both territory
and possession after the half-hour mark and both
Nicolas Otamendi and Fernandinho missed headers
from corner as the visitors pushed for an opener.

Matters worsened for Chelsea when Morata was
forced off 10 minutes before the break. City continued
to press in the second half and Raheem Sterling should
have done better than half-volley over when he
received the ball unmarked on the edge of the box
from a corner.

Sterling turned provider in the 66th minute when he
cut back to the unmarked Silva on the penalty spot,
but the Spaniard took too long and his right-foot shot
was blocked. It did not matter as City took the lead a
minute later when De Bruyne played a one-two with
Jesus and rifled a sublime left-foot shot into Courtois’s
left-hand corner for his first Premier League goal of
the season.

Conte responded by sending on Pedro and Michy
Batshuayi and the hosts’ play immediately became
more urgent and threatening, but City still looked the
more dangerous team and were able to see out the
game. — Reuters

De Bruyne’s rocket sinks Chelsea

MANCHESTER: Manchester United’s Romelu Lukaku, right,
and Crystal Palace’s Damien Delaney battle for the ball in
the English Premier League soccer match. —  AP
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City return to top of the Premier League

AMIENS: Eighteen Lille fans were hurt, including three
seriously, in Amiens yesterday when a stadium barrier
collapsed in the away section as supporters celebrated a
goal in French league match.

The Ligue 1 fixture between Amiens and Lille was
suspended in the 16th minute, and later abandoned, after
a fence separating fans from the pitch crumbled under
their weight as they celebrated a goal by Fode Ballo-
Toure.  Several supporters tumbled around 1.5 metres
down to the side of the pitch and were crushed by fellow
fans before emergency services rushed to the scene to
tend to the injured.

Ballo-Toure ran towards the section of visiting fans
after scoring the opening goal, prompting a surge that
caused the barrier to give way.  Both teams were sent to
the changing rooms as the match was halted initially
before a French league official later said the game had
been called off.

Amiens’ Stade de la Licorne is currently undergoing
renovation work, with one stand at the compact arena
closed for refurbishment.  The stadium is the smallest of
the 20 French Ligue 1 clubs.  Repair work on the roofing
is taking place throughout the 2017-18 season, Amiens’
first campaign in the top flight in club history.  “The
works are going to start in June and will be done stand
by stand, at a rate of one stadium per trimester,” local
politician Alain Gest said last May. — AFP
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